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1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
Let E be a fibre space over B with fibre F. We describe E as decom- 
posable if the spaces E and B x P have the same homotopy type. Clearly 
this is so when the fibre homotopy type is trivial and the converse holds 
“in the stable range” (see (2.3) below). If the fibre homotopy type is 
non-trivial then we describe a decomposable fibration as exceptional. 
Examples of exceptional fibrations can be constructed as follows. Let 
0 --f A1 -+ AZ + AS -+ 0 be an exact sequence of abelian groups. We 
apply the Eilenberg-MacLane fun&or K( , n), for any n> 1, and express 
K(A2, n) as a principal fibre space over K(A3, n) with fibre K(A1, n). 
When the groups AS and AI @ AS are isomorphic the fibration is decom- 
posable. If the fibration is trivial the exact sequence splits. Thus an 
exceptional fibration is obtained if, for example, we use the direct sum 
of one copy of the exact sequence 
O+-z+z+z,-+o 
and an infinite number of copies of t,he exact sequence 
0 --f zz + zz -+ 0 -+ 0. 
It would be interesting to know whether there exist exceptional fibrations 
where the fibre and/or the base are finite complexes. It would also be 
interesting to know whether there exist exceptional fibrations with cross- 
section. 
It is shown in [6] that there exist no exceptional sphere bundles over 
spheres. In the present note we extend this result to certain other classes 
of fibration, including some important examples (see [4], [7]) where E 
is the Stiefel manifold Vn,k of orthonormal k-frames in euclidean n-space. 
There is, of course, a dual question concerning cofibrations. The methods 
we use are quite elementary and dualize without difficulty. 
2. HOMOTOPY GROUPS 
In this section we study the homotopy exact sequence of a decom- 
posable fibration, with the help of the following lemma. The rank of an 
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abelian group A is denoted by ,o(A) and the torsion subgroup by T(A). 
Let 
be an exact sequence of finitely-generated abelian groups. We prove 
LEMMA (2.1). If A2 M AI @ A3 then 0 is injective. 
We have at once that 
e(@h) 0 e(44 =&42) =&h) 0 &43). 
But e(e&)<e(Ar) and Q($&) G&IS), and so e(eAl)=e(Al). Thus the 
kernel of 0 is finite and OT(A1) =T(eA1). Also the sequence 
T(A1) 32 T(A2) TJ T(A3) 
is exact, and so we have 
But 
leT(A W’Ub)l = IV42)l= lT(Al)l e IT(A 
and so 
leT( c IWdl and l#T(&)l G IT(A 
VVd = lOT(AdJ = IT(8Al)l. 
Therefore A1 w BA1 and hence 0 is a monomorphism, as asserted. 
Let us say that a space X is of jinite type if X is pathwise-connected, 
zr(X) is abelian and nr(X) is finitely generated for r> 1. Proposition 1 
in Chapter V of [8] shows that this is the case, for example, if X is a 
simply-connected finite complex. Let p : E + B be a fibration with fibre P, 
where P and B are of finite type. Consider the homotopy exact sequence 
of the fibration, where A denotes the transgression operator and u: P C E. 
We use (2.1) to prove 
THEOREM (2.2). If the fibration is decomposable then the sequence 
0 -+ n,(F) 2 n,(E) 2 zr(B) -+ 0 
is exact, for all values of r. 
Since E is decomposable we have that 
G(E) M nrt,(B x J’) w w(B) 0 Z-Q’), 
for all values of r ; in particular E is of finite type. Applying (2.1) we 
obtain that uy: is a monomorphism for r > 1. Hence p)+ is an epimorphism 
for r > 2. Since ~(3’) = 0 we have that p+ m(E) =x1(B), in any case, and 
so (2.2) is established. When B is a sphere it follows from (2.2) (cf. (4.5) 
of [5]) that E admits a cross-section. 
After disposing of these preliminaries we prove 
THEOREM (2.3). Let B and F be CW-complexes of finite type. Xuppose 
that for all r> 1 every map ST --f B which factors through F is nulhomotopic. 
Then there exist no exceptional jibre spaces over B with Jibre F. 
Note that the hypothesis is fulfilled when dim F G corm B. To prove 
(2.3), let p : E -+ B be a decomposable fibration with fibre F. Let f : E -+ B, 
g: E + F be the components of a homotopy equivalence E + B x F, so 
that 
(f*, g*) : G(E) = G.(B) 0 G(F) (r> 1). 
Take a homotopy inverse B x F + E and let f’ : B + E, g’ : F -+ E be 
defined by restriction to the axes. Then the inverse of (f*, g*) is given by 
(f ‘$, g’+) : G.(B) 0 G.(F) -+ n,(E). 
By hypothesisp,g’,zr(F) =Oand so, by (2.2), p*f’*,z,(B) =pzk,z,(E) =zr(B). 
Hence for any oc E nr(F) we have that p* g’, LX =p+ f I* p for some /? E SZ~(B), 
and so g’, oc -f’+ /? E u* z+(F), by exactness. Now g, (g’, oc -f’+ 8) = 01, since 
gg’ N 1 and gf’ N constant, and so we see that g*~~z~(F) =zJF). Since 
nr(F) is finitely generated it follows that gu induces an automorphism of 
nr(F), and hence is a homotopy equivalence, by Theorem 1 of [ll]. By 
composing g with a homotopy inverse of gu we obtain a map E -+ F 
which is homotopic to a retraction, and now (2.3) follows from (6.3) of [2]. 
Similarly, with r = q instead of r > 1, we obtain 
THEOREM (2.4). Let F be a CW-complex of finite type. Suppose that, 
for some q> 1, every map Sq + Sq which factors through F is nulhomotopic. 
Then there exists no exceptional jibre space over Sq with fibre F. 
Note that the hypothesis of (2.4) is satisfied if zq(F) is finite. 
Now let B be a pathwise-connected space. We prove 
THEOREM (2.5). Let F be a C W-complex of Jinite type. Xuppose that for 
all r > 1 every map XT --f F which factors through B is kulhomotopic. Then 
there exist no exceptional jibre spaces with cross-section over B with jibre F. 
Note that the hypothesis is fulfilled if B is a finite CW-complex and 
the stability condition dim B < corm F is satisfied; in that case, of course, 
every fibre space admits a cross-section. To prove (2.5), let p: E + B be 
a decomposable fibration with fibre F and cross-section s: B + E. Let 
f: E -+ B, g: E + F be the components of a homotopy equivalence, as 
before. l?or any 01 E xJF) we have that oc=g,@, for some PEzJE). Now 
/I - sy: p* p = u* y, by exactness, for some y E ncy(F). Since g, s* = 0, by 
hypothesis, it follows that g,u,y =g, /I=&. Thus g,u, is onto, and the 
remainder of the proof of (2.5) is the same as that of (2.3). Similarly we 
obtain 
THEOREM (2.6). Suppose that, for some q > 1, every map Sq --+ Sq which 
factors through B is nulhomotopic. Then there exists no exceptional j&e 
space with cross-section over B with jibre Sq, 
Note that the hypothesis of (2.6) is satisfied if zq(B) is finite. By way 
of application consider the Stiefel manifold V%,k regarded, in the usual 
way, as a fibre space over Vlz,k-l with fibre X9-k. The fibre homotopy type 
is non-trivial when (n, k) = (6,2), by (1.12) of [6], hence non-trivial when 
(n, k) = (7,3) or (8,4), by naturality. Combining this with the results of 
[ll] we see that the fibre homotopy type is non-trivial for all pairs (n, k) 
such that 2 < k<n and so from (2.3) we obtain 
PROPOSITION (2.7). If 2 <k < n then V,, k does not have the same homo- 
topy type as Vn,k-l x X%-k. 
A similar result is stated in [7] but the proof indicated there seems 
incomplete. The case lc= 2 is dealt with in [6]. 
3. COHOMOLOGY 
Throughout this section we work in terms of cohomology mod p (p 
prime). With a little more trouble similar results can be obtained for 
integral cohomology. We begin by proving 
THEOREM (3.1). Let E be a decomposable jibre space over B with$bre F, 
where B and F are of jirzite type. Consider the cohomology spectral sequence 
of the jibration, with coeficients in a Jield. If XI(B) operates trivially on 
H*(F), the spectral sequence collapses. 
Write E,m = 2 E$q, where r = 2, 3, . . . , CO and the summation runs over 
pairs of integers (p, q) such that p+q=n. Then Hn(B x F) w Ezn and 
dim Ezn> dim Es* 2 . . . > dim E,n= dim Hm(E). Since H%(E) M Hn(B x P), 
by hypothesis, it follows that all the inequality signs are equalities, hence 
all differentials are trivial, as asserted. In particular we obtain 
COROLLARY (3.2). The sequences 
0 --f H*(B) z H*(E), H*(E) 2: H”(F) -+ 0 
are exact. 
COROLLARY (3.3). Suppose that Hr(B)=O for O<r<n and that H*(F) 
is multiplicatively generated by elements of dimension less than n. Then gu 
induces an automorphism of H*(F), where g: E -+ F is as before. 
COROLLARY (3.4). Suppose thut Ice: H+*(B) + H+*(F) is trivial for all 
maps k: F -+ B. Then gu induces an automorphism of H*(F), where 
g: E -+ F is as before. 
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To deduce (3.4) from (3.2) we identify H*(B x F)=H*(B) 8 H*(F) in 
the usual way and consider 
It”: H*(B) @I H”(F) + H*(E). 
If 01 E H+*(B) then u*f* oc= 0, by hypothesis, hence 
u* h”(a @ p) =u*(f* 01 u g* (8) 
= (u*f* 01 u u*g*pp) = 0, 
for all p E H*(F). Therefore 
u*g*H*(F)=u*H*(E)=H*(F), 
by (3.2), as asserted. 
In case B is a sphere the cohomological method can be exploited as 
follows. To any fibre space E over S *+I (n> 1) with fibre P there corre- 
sponds (cf. 3 1 of [6]) an element OL E nn(G, e), where G denotes the function 
space of (free) maps P --f F and e denotes the identity. Moreover E is 
trivial, in the sense of fibre homotopy type, if and only if 01= 0. Consider 
the homomorphism 
c#: nn(G, e) -+ nn(G, c) 
given by composition on the left with a map c E G. We prove 
PROPOSITION (3.5). The map c: F -+ F can be extended over E if and 
only if c# a = 0. 
Let Dn+l denote the (reduced) cone on Sn and let mt: Sfi + Dn+l denote 
the standard (pointed) deformation of the inclusion into the constant map. 
Following the procedure described in § 2 of [6] we construct a relative 
homeomorphism 
h: (D*+lxF,SfixF) + (E, F) 
such that the adjoint of h]Sn x F represents 01. If G extends to a map 
f: E-+F then 
fh(ot x 1) : 23% x F --f F 
is a deformation rel e x F of ch/S” x F into CQ, where e : Sn x F + F denotes 
the projection. Hence c+ CC = 0, using the adjoint of the deformation. The 
argument is reversible and so we obtain (3.5) as asserted. We use (3.3) 
and (3.5) to prove 
THEOREM (3.6). Let 1~ k < m, where m is odd. The standard jibration 
Vm+l,,+, --f Sm with fibre Vm,k is not exceptional. 
Recall (see [l]) that the mod 2 cohomology ring H*( Vnz,k) is generated 
by a set of elements xnz-g, . .., ~~-1, where dim x,= r. If the fibration is 
decomposable then, by (3.3), there exists a map g: Vnz+l,k+-l + Vm,k such 
that u*g* is an automorphism of H*( V,,,). Hence g, u* is a 9-automor- 
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phism of z+.(Vm,~), by the Serre-Hurewicz theorem [9], where ‘8 denotes 
the class of abelian groups of odd order. Hence 
(Pu)# : n,(G, e) --f nt*(G, gu) 
is a V-isomorphism, by the mod % comparison theorem applied to the 
spectral sequence of FEDERER [3]. But (gu)#ol= 0, by (3.5), where 
a E nz,-l(G, e) is the classifying element of the fibration. Hence a is of 
odd order. However 2a=O, as in Q 23 of [lo], since m is odd. Therefore 
oc=O and (3.6) is established. 
When m is even the fibration does not admit a cross-section and so 
is indecomposable. Further discussion of the decomposability problem for 
Stiefel manifolds may be found in [4]. 
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